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	Core C# and .NET : The Complete and Comprehensive Developer's Guide to C# 2.0 and .NET 2.0 (Core), 9780131472273 (0131472275), Prentice Hall, 2005
Core C# and .NET is the no-nonsense, example-rich guide to  achieving exceptional results with C# 2.0 and .NET 2.0. Writing for  experienced programmers, Stephen Perry presents today's best  practices for leveraging both C# 2.0 language features and  Microsoft's .NET 2.0 infrastructure.

Like all books in the Core Series, Core C# and .NET focuses on  solving real-world problems with serious, non-trivial code. Perry's  broad, deep coverage ranges from new C# generics to Web services,  from reflection to security. He systematically introduces the  development of Windows Forms applications and the effective use of  GDI+ graphics classes. He offers detailed guidance on data  management with XML and ADO.NET, plus advanced coverage of  threading, remoting, and code security. Finally, Perry presents an  extensive section on Web development, covering ASP.NET, state  management, HTTP requests, and much more.

With practical insights into everything from scalability to  localization, this is the C# book you've been searching for: your  definitive guide to building production-quality C#  applications.
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A Developer's Guide to SQL Server 2005 (Microsoft .Net Development)Addison Wesley, 2006
Few technologies have been as eagerly anticipated as Microsoft SQL Server 2005. Now, two SQL Server insiders deliver the definitive hands-on guide--accurate, comprehensive, and packed with examples. A Developer's Guide to SQL Server 2005 starts where Microsoft's documentation, white papers, and Web...

		

Oracle 11g Anti-Hacker's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	When I first became aware of Adrian Neagu's intent to author a book on Oracle security, I sent

	him a congratulatory note. This is an important subject area, and I felt a special need to pass

	on my best wishes. His first book IBM DB2 9.7 Advanced Administration Cookbook, Packt

	Publishing, had a chapter devoted to database...

		

Transact-SQL Desk Reference: For Microsoft SQL ServerPrentice Hall, 2003
This is the SQL reference you'll reach for first, every time!

If you're an SQL programmer, you can easily picture how useful a comprehensive, single-volume Transact-SQL command reference manual would be in streamlining your work. And if that book was rich in examples, was written with users of all levels of expertise in mind, and was...





	

Audio Programming for Interactive GamesFocal Press, 2004
Martin Wilde explores the cutting-edge creative potential of game audio systems, addressing the latest working methods used in creating and programming immersive, interactive and non-linear audio for games. The book demonstrates how game programmers can create a software system enabling the audio content provider (composer or sound designer) to...

		

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2011

	Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 Unleashed is the 100% new, 100% practical developer’s guide to Microsoft’s most powerful version of BizTalk Server. Written by an expert team of Microsoft insiders and BizTalk MVPs, it reflects unsurpassed experience with all phases of BizTalk enterprise solutions...


		

CCNP Routing Exam Certification GuideCisco Press, 2001
The Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP) and Cisco Certified Design Professional (CCDP) certifications on the Routing and Switching career track are becoming increasingly popular. These certifications have as their foundation the Cisco Certifed Network Associate (CCNA) certification and these profesional-level certifications form the second...
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